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THE RONALD LAWRENCE GROUP

HELPING PEOPLE BUY AND SELL BUSINESSES, CONFIDENTIALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY

Founded in 1976, The Ronald Lawrence Group serves the unique needs of private business owners by providing professional mergers 
and acquisitions (M&A) expertise to medium and large privately held businesses. We were built for the singular purpose of assisting 
private business owners in realizing the value of their companies from a successful sale, merger, or divestiture, and all of our services, 
staff and resources are focused on achieving that objective. The Ronald Lawrence Group helps business owners define options and 
implement strategies which will enable them to exit their business on their own terms, and at the most appropriate time. The broad 
base of experience and knowledge we have acquired through working with a wide variety of businesses, in diverse industries, 
enables us to provide the highly specialized effort each step of a business sale demands in order to achieve the financial goals of our 
clients. 

Every owner will exit their business at some point. Thousands of businesses change ownership each year, and while the reasons for 
selling may vary, the goal of the seller always remains the same: to maximize proceeds from the sale. The most important decision an 
owner will ever make is how and when to turn this largest single asset into liquid equity - cash and cash equivalents. Most owners will 
have this opportunity only once, so decisions based on facts and an understanding of available options are essential to ensure the 
most positive results. 

Business owners, although expert at operating their companies, often find they lack the knowledge and skill required to successfully 
achieve their exit goals. They realize the exit process demands a very different specialization from the professional services rendered 
by an attorney, accountant or business consultant. When is the right time to sell? Should all or part of the business be sold? How can 

the company be positioned to maximize the sale price? The Ronald Lawrence Group enables business owners to explore options and 
make informed decisions regarding their future. 

The Ronald Lawrence Group Process:  The successful sale of a business is a complex process offering an opportunity for 
substantial rewards. The personal needs and financial goals of our clients form the basis for this confidential process, which begins 
with an analysis of all elements of the business which impact value, both internal and external.  

A series of detailed documents are prepared, each one essential to the success of the sale. Initial documents reflect and support the 
value of the business to the owner. Subsequent documents are designed for the marketing phase, positioning the business in a 
manner which is attractive and understandable to buyers. Drawing from their substantial knowledge and experience, The Ronald 
Lawrence Group’s deal making specialists view the business as it would be viewed by buyers, and a marketing program is 
developed. The business is then reviewed against the criteria of potential buyers in our Buyer Database and confidentially presented 
to select buyers. The Ronald Lawrence Group, with an understanding of both the needs of the seller and the objectives of the buyer, 
manages the process with a focus on one goal: a successful transaction for our client. 

FREE PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS EVALUATION: We advise you how to structure the business for sale, including how to prepare 
your financial statements to reflect your business's value. We use various valuation techniques, and identify several different pricing 
options. 

CONFIDENTIALITY: Confidentiality must be a key concern for Sellers. Using a multi-list service is the same as telling the world you 
are selling your business. The Ronald Lawrence Group keeps your sale confidential, ensuring your employees, vendors, creditors or 
competitors will never know you are marketing your business. 

QUALIFIED BUYERS: We interview and profile all potential buyers, review their financials and experience, and provide you with 
the most qualified buyers. 

PROFESSIONALISM: The Ronald Lawrence Group offers expert advice on the many financial and personal ramifications of a 
sale or merger. 

NEGOTIATIONS:  Our clients are the owners of privately held companies. Because we represent only one party in the transaction, 
each Seller knows we are negotiating in their best interest. 

FEES: Until we sells your business, there are NO FEES whatsoever. NO Retainers Fees, NO Evaluation Fees and NO Consulting Fees.

http://www.ronaldlawrencegroup.com
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THE RONALD LAWRENCE GROUP

HELPING PEOPLE BUY AND SELL BUSINESSES, CONFIDENTIALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY.

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS EVERY SELLER SHOULD ASK: If your business is like most, it’s not ready for sale.  You’ve spent 
years, maybe a lifetime to build your business.  Now we suggest spending some time to prepare for its sale. Let us guide you in 
preparing your business for sale, so that you’ll  get the full value of your business.  The Ronald Lawrence Group can help you learn 
the special skills and knowledge required to sell your business.  We make sure your business is ready to be presented and we’ll 
assure that your business is attractive and understandable to a buyer.  

1. HOW CAN I DETERMINE THAT MY BUSINESS IS WORTH AND WHAT PRICE I SHOULD EXPECT?  
RLG uses tried and tested valuation techniques including a knowledge of the ratios used in the sales of similar businesses, as well as 
on the historical data of the business being sold. 

2. HOW DO I KNOW IF THE BUYER HAS THE MONEY TO BUY MY BUSINESS?  

Qualifying buyers financially and personally is and important step, and The Ronald Lawrence Group knows how to 
qualify buyers properly. 

3. CAN I SELL MY BUSINESS ON MY OWN OR DO I NEED AN INTERMEDIARY? RLG’s professionals can 
offer expert advice on the many financial and personal ramifications of a sale or merger.  RLG helps you analyze 
every aspect of the sale and helps you make the correct decisions throughout the selling process. 

4. I DID EVERYTHING WITHIN LEGAL BOUNDS TO KEEP MY REPORTING EARNINGS, THEREFORE MY 
TAXES, AS LOW AS POSSIBLE.  HOW CAN I SHOW BUYERS WHAT MY BUSINESS IS REALLY WORTH 
WHEN MY BOOKS SHOW LOW EARNINGS. The Ronald Lawrence Group shows you how to ready the whole 
business for sale including how to prepare the financial statements to properly reflect your business’s value. 

5. ISN’T MY COMPETITOR THE BEST BUYER FOR MY BUSINESS? Most likely, No! the Ronald Lawrence 
Group does not restrict its efforts to buyers in your industry; in fact, many of Ronald Lawrence Group’s most successful 
sales have been to individuals and companies outside the sellers’s respective industries. 

6. I’M INTIMIDATED BY ALL THE LEGAL AND TAX ISSUES.  WHAT SHOULD I KNOW TO PROTECT MYSELF? 
Professional advice is a must.  The Ronald Lawrence Group can help you understand the legal and tax issues and will 
guide you in managing your advisors. 

7. WON’T I BE BETTER OFF SELLING MY BUSINESS THROUGH A MULTI LIST SERVICE?  No.  Selling a 
business is not like selling a home.  Confidentiality must be a key concern for sellers.  Using a multi list service would 
be like telling the world you’re selling your business.  Maintaining strict confidentiality is necessary in order to 
safeguard the ongoing business. 

8. How can I keep the sale of my business confidential? RLG maintains confidentiality so neither your 
employees, customers, suppliers or your competition need be aware of your decision to sell.  

9. IS THER ANY CHARGE FOR EVALUATING MY BUSINESS? No.  Until the Ronald Lawrence Group sells your 
business, there are no fees whatsoever.  NO retainers, NO consulting fees, NO evaluation fees. 

10. WHY IS THE RONALD LAWRENCE GROUP THE LOGICAL CHOICE TO MARKET MY BUSINESS? Since 
its founding in 1986, The Ronald Lawrence Group’s focus has been to serve the need of the middle market.  The 
Ronald Lawrence Group is Florida’s leading specialist in mergers and acquisitions of privately held middle market 
businesses.  The Ronald Lawrence Group has initiated and closed 100’s of successful transactions.  Let the The Ronald 
Lawrence Group maximize your company’s value, maintain confidentiality and avoid costly mistakes.  A company 
properly positioned and packaged by The Ronald Lawrence Group sells for a premium price.

http://www.ronaldlawrencegroup.com
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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS EVERY BUYER SHOULD ASK: The Ronald Lawrence Group is a proven leader in providing business 
brokerage services to Buyers entering the Florida business market. Buying a business will help you control your financial future.  The 
first step is making the decision to succeed, so let us help you find the business that is right for you. 

IS IT BETTER TO BUY A BUSINESS OR START A BUSINESS? 
Although some would-be business owners thrive on the thrills and agonies of creating a business, there's plenty to recommend moving 
into  a business with a track record and, ideally, a long history of profits.  Most of what you need will be in place like, customers, 
supplies, employees and an established name and reputation.  All keys to success when starting purchasing a new business. 

WHY SHOULD I USETHE RONALD LAWRENCE GROUP? 
When purchasing a business you want the most current, accurate information so that you can make a well informed decision and 
we’ll provide you with up to date preliminary documentation for your review and will answer your questions thoroughly.  We advise 
potential buyers on every aspect of the buying process and continue to remain a resource to the new owner. 

HOW WILL WE HELP YOU FIND THE BUSINESS THAT IS RIGHT FOR YOU?  

Contact us to arrange a confidential meeting and let us educate you about buying a business and how to proceed with the least 
amount of trial and error.  We will show you how to navigate the process of buying a business and evaluate your ability to purchase 
a business and match your skill sets with the best types of businesses for you. 

• We'll identify and help you with financing options for purchasing a business. 

• We Match buyers with interest & goals 

• We'll help you with the negotiations and work with your other professionals (accountants and attorneys) to 
provide you with a smooth and seamless transaction. 

• We are selective about our listings.  A business must have a successful track record.  We structure the sale 
of our exclusive listings with an initial down payment and affordable monthly installments and have many 
businesses that have been pre-qualified for SBA financing.  

• We bridge the gap between Buyer & Seller and guide you through the entire process 

• We offer you more than 25 years of business brokerage experience

http://www.ronaldlawrencegroup.com

